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Abstract. We examine the horizontal wavenumberspectra of horizontal velocity
and potential temperature collectedby aircraft abovethe PacificOcean to determine

whethergravitywaves,quasi-two-dimensional
(Q-2-D) turbulence,or vorticalmodes
dominate atmosphericfluctuations at scalesizesof 1-100 km and altitudes of 212 km. We concludefrom the study of Doppler-shiftingeffectsthat Q-2-D turbulence

and/or vorticalmodesare moreprevalentthan gravitywavesoverthe ocean,except
in the equatorial zone. The results are consistentwith recent numerical simulations
of Q-2-D turbulence, which show that the characteristicinversecascadeof energy
is greatly facilitated by the presenceof backgroundrotation. Furthermore, a
Stokes-parameteranalysisrevealsthe generalpaucity of coherentwavelikemotions,
although specificcasesof gravity-wavepropagation are observed. Finally, a case

studyof a longflightsegment
displays
a k-3 horizontal
velocityvariance
spectrum
at
scaleslonger than about 100 km. A Stokes-parameteranalysisindicatesthat these
large-scalefluctuationswere likely due to vortical modesrather than inertio-gravity
waives.

1.

Introduction

models to synoptic structures thereby introducing additional uncertainty into the forecasts.
At long (greaterthan few hundredkilometers)and
In this paper, we will addressthe questionof whether
short (lessthan few hundredmeters)horizontalscales,
horizontal wind fluctuations at scales of ~1-100 km are
the average kinetic energy spectrum of lower atmospheric horizontal motions is understood to be gener- mainly due to gravity wavesor Q-2-D turbulence,which
is also called stratified

turbulence

and is sometimes

in-

ated by geostrophicturbulence [Charhey,1971] and
isotropicthree-dimensional(3-D) turbulence [Kol- terpretedto be equivalentto vorticalmodes[e.g.,Nasmo9orov,1941], respectively. In the intermediate trom et al., 1987;Miiller et al., 1988].Althoughspectra
(mesoscale)
regime,thereis ongoingdebatewhetherthe closeto the k-5/a powerlaw of the turbulentinertial

observedspectra are being created by a spectrum of subrangeare often observed,fully 3-D turbulence cannot be sustained at these scale sizes due to the stratigravitywaves [Dewan,1979; VanZandt,1982]or quasified
nature of the atmosphereat thesescales [Dewan,
two-dimensional
(Q-2-D) turbulence[Ga9e,1979;Lilly,

1979]. Gage[1979]and Lilly [1983]invokedthe concept
of 2D turbulence [Kraichnan,1967],whereinjecest, this problem has implications for applied areas
tion
of
energyat evensmallerscales(e.g.,by convective
such as weather forecasting and pollutant transport.
plumes)
producesan inversecascadeof kineticenergy
For example, the inverse cascadeof Q-2-D turbulence
1983]. Aside from the fundamentaltheoreticalinter-

couldtransferenergyfrom small-scale
phenomena(like to longerscales,resultingin a k-5/a spectrum.The
convectiveplumes)unresolved
by numericalprediction buoyancysubrangeof 3-D turbulence is also applicable

to the short end of this scalerange and predictsa spectral slopebetween-3 and-4/3 [Bolgiano,1962;$hur,
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In the interveningyears, many developmentshave
Table 1. Number of Straight-and-Level 512-s
Flight SegmentsVersusLatitude and Height
taken place, but no clear answerhas been produced.
With the adventof powerfulground-based
remotesensing instrumentssuchas the mesosphere-stratosphere- Latitude
Segments Height, km Segments
troposphere
(MST) radar and Dopplerlidar, both fre8-12
671
•50øN
47
quency spectra (Taylor transformableto horizontal
30ø-50øN
10ø-30øN
10øS-10øN
30ø-10øS
<30øS

wavenumber spectra and vice versa under certain as-

sumptions)and vertical wavenumber
spectraof horizontal and verticalmotionshavebecomewidelyavailable. The gravity-wavemodelshavethe advantageof
yielding predictionsfor spectral forms for horizontal

Totals

and vertical velocities in both horizontal and vertical

282
380
187
196
75

5-8

264

2-5

232

1167

1167

dimensions,
whereasthe Q-g-D turbulencetheorydoes
A straight-and-level flight segment was one that

not providespectralpredictionsfor vertical motionsand

remained within -I-15 m in height and -I-7.5ø in azverticalwavenumbers.
Thereforethe gravity-wave
modimuthal heading.
els have been more extensivelyexamineddue to their
wider testability. For ground-based
vertical wavenumber spectra,therehavebeenfavorablecomparisons
be- dominated the observed horizontal wavenumber spec-

tween gravity-wavespectral modelsand observationsin tra. The climatologyversusaltitude and latitude of the

the troposphere
[e.g.,Fritts et al., 1988; Tsudaet al., velocity, temperature, and trace gas fluctuation specin the firstpaper [Choet al., 1999],
1989],although
serious
questions
stillremain[e.g.,Allen tra werepresented
and Vincent,1995;Nastromet al., 1997].Forhorizon- hereafter referred to as P EM1. The instrumental and
tal wavenumber
spectra,therehavebeenfewerstudies, data descriptionswere also given in PEM1. The flight
and attemptsat direct comparisons
betweengravity- routesare shownin Figure 1. The distribution of flight
waveand Q-g-D turbulencetheorieshaveyieldedmixed segmentsversuslatitude and height are given in Taresults. The data of Gageand Nastrom[1985]and ble 1. The PEM-Tropics A P-3B data set was not used
Gageand Nastrom[1986]favoredQ-g-D turbulence, becauseof problems with the wind direction data. BewhereasVincentand Eckermann[1990],Bacrneistercause the spectral climatology of PEM1 showedconet al. [1996],andGaoandMeriwether
[1998]concludedsistent characteristic differencesbetween the boundary
that gravity waveswere more dominant in their data.

layer and free atmosphere,but similar behavior at dif-

In this paper, we usethe horizontalvelocityand po- ferent heightsin the free atmosphere,in this paper we
data (definedhereto
tentialtemperaturedatacollected
by aircraftduringthe will focuson the freeatmospheric
NASA-sponsored
PacificExploratoryMission(PEM) be above2 km) and take averagesthroughouttheseal[Hoellet al., 1996, 1997, 1999]to determinewhether titudes. Also, the figuresshownwill mainly be from the
gravitywavesor Q-g-D turbulence(or vorticalmodes) PEM-Tropics A DC-8 data, but unlessotherwisestated
the data from the other campaigns(PEM-West A and
B) alsoyield similar trends. We will first examinethe
70N
variation of horizontal wavenumber spectra with wind
speed and variance, then compare the wind variance
parallel and perpendicularto the aircraft heading,and
finally apply Stokes-parameteranalysisto the zonal and
meridional wind components.
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Past studiesof mesoscalefluctuationsutilizing exten-

40S

siveaircraftdata sets(the globalatmospheric
sampling
program(GASP) [Nastromand Gage,1985],the NASA
ER-2 stratospheric
missions[Bacmeisteret al., 1996],
and PEM1) haveeachshowna remarkableuniversality
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in the horizontal wavenumber spectra of winds, temperature, and trace gas concentrations. There were,
Figure 1. Map of flight tracksflownduring the Pacific Exploratory Missions: PEM-West A, September- however, some differences between the three studies.
October1991(thin solidline); PEM-WestB, February- In the wavelengthrange of 2.5 to 100 km, the GASP
March1994(thin dashedline);andPEM-TropicsA DC- horizontal wind and potential temperature spectra had

8, September-October
1996(heavysolidline).

log-logslopesof about -5/3, while the PEM1 spectra
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PEM
Tropics
A DC-8Height
>2 km ILatitudel
<2• Nav
e=112,61

had slopesbetween-2 and -5/3, and the ER-2 spectra

hadslopes
thatwere
close
to-5/3 above
a wavelength1ø6

-.

of 6 km and slopesapproaching-3 at shorter scales.
Data parsedaccordingto different local conditionssuch

IUI < 10 m/s
'.

I UI > 25 m/s

aswindspeed,windvariance,
topography,
andstability

alsoshowed
varyingresults.GASPdataovermoun-

tainous
terrain
andhigh
winds
(> 25ms-•)produced
troposphere
and-•15kminstratosphere
from
a -5•3

horizontalwind spectrawith a breakat -•23 km in the

• •

k-513

to a -3 slope [Nastromet al., 1987]. The ER-2 data

setwasnot differentiated
according
to underlying
to-

._

pography,but the horizontalwind and potential ternperature spectra separated with respect to low winds

_8
>

(<10 m s-•) andhighwinds(>30 m s-•) hadvirtually
the sameform and powerlevel. Parsingwith respect

k-2
,

,

,

i

tohorizontal
velocity
variance
in theER-2datashowed 1øø 10-2

,

......

,

i

......

10-•

100

k/2•(km
-1)
only a differencein powerlevel(as mustbe the case),
but no changein form. Changesin stability (as esti- Figure 3. Sameas Figure 2, exceptfor data taken at

mated from interpolatedmodel outputs from the Na- latitudes less than 250 .
tional Meteorological
Center) alsodid not affect the
horizontalvelocityand potentialtemperaturespectral on the spectra. We chosewind speedand variancebeforms of the ER-2 data.
cause they were directly calculablefrom the data set
We weremotivatedto separatethe data in theseways itself. Topography could not be used becausePEM,
mainly to compareour resultswith paststudiesthat at- as the "Pacific" of "P" implies, was conductedalmost
tempted to sort out the predictionsof the variousthe- exclusively over water. This can also be viewed as an
oriesaccordingto the effectsthat local conditionshave asset, since the overall means were not "contaminated"

106

PEM
Tropics
A DC-8Height
>2 km ILatitudel
>2• Nav
e=24,43
....

-

IUI < 10 m/s

--..

".

I UI > 25 m/s

105

by land effects. We did not attempt a classification
according to stability, since we felt that actual measurementswere required to give accurate enough vglues. To study dependenceon stability,we are planning
to use the NASA subsonicassessment,ozone, and ni-

trogenexperiment(SONEX) data set, whichincluded

c

temperature profile measurementsfrom the aircraft.

104

103

/•

• •

k-513

The 1-s horizontal wind and potential temperature
sampleswere segmentedinto lengths of 512 points,
then had their meanssubtracted,Hann windowed,and
transformedto the frequencydomainusingfast Fourier

transforms(FFTs). The meanaircraft air speedover

102

each segmentwas then used to Taylor transform the
spectrainto horizontalwavenumberspace.Becausethe

101

air speedvaried(usuallyincreasing
with height),spectral averagingwas performedafter interpolatingto a

k-2

10ø

,,

,

i

10-2

,

t

•

,

,

10-•

,

,

fixed set of wavenumber bins that were well within the

,

10ø

Nyquist limits of the extremecases.Taylor'shypothesis
is valid for turbulence, and it should also work well for
Figure 2. Horizontalvelocityvariancespectra(the gravity-wavespectra provided that the aircraft speed
M2•(km-1)

sumof zonalandmeridional
velocityvariance
spectra) wasgreaterthanabout100m s-• [GardnerandGardfor PEM-TropicsA DC-8 data separatedwith respect ner, 1993],whichwas true for all our flight segments.
to windspeedlessthan10m s-• (solidline)andgreater To insure that each transformedsegmentwas indeed

than25m s- • (dashed
line).Onlydatasegments
above
2 km in altitude and 250 in latitude were included in the

means,whereNavegivenin the top rightcornerwerethe
numberof straight-and-level
segments
averaged
for the
low-windand high-windcases.Samplevariabilitybars

horizontal and one dimensional,we enforceda straightand-level requirement defined to be within 4-15 m in
height and +7.50 in azimuthal heading.

(plusses
forthelow-wind
caseandcrosses
forthehigh- 2.1. Horizontal Wind Speed Effects

wind case)shownare plus/minustwicethe standard

Horizontal velocity variance spectra separated accordingto the meanhorizontalwind speed]U] showed
a small but consistentdifferencein power level for av-

deviation
divided
byNa•v/ff.
Asguides
totheeye,dashdottedlinesindicatinglog-logslopesof-5/3
are also included.

and -2

_
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PEM
Tropics
A DC-8Height
>2 km ILatitudel
<2.• Nav
e= 112,61

erages taken over all data, with higher variance over

105

the entire 1-100-kmscalerangefor IUI > 25 m s-•
than for IuI < 10 m s-x. However,whenthe results

- ..

were further organizedwith respectto latitude, we discovered that this difference did not exist in the tropics

•',•104

(latitudeslessthan 25ø). Figure2 showsthe extratrop-

r•103

ical case for horizontal velocity variance spectra, while
Figure 3 displaysthe tropical case. The potential temperature variance counterparts are given in Figures 4
and 5. The results are similar, although the difference
in spectral power for the extratropical caseis more pronounced than for the horizontal velocity spectra.
Becausethe P EM flightswere almostexclusivelyover
the ocean and were mainly in the troposphere,for comparison with past results the best case to take is the
GASP tropospheric data over the ocean. Their results showedhigher average variancesfor high winds

(IUI > 25 rns-x) thanfor lowwinds(IuI < 25 rns-x)
for horizontal velocity and potential temperature vari-

ancesat a lengthscaleof 64 km [Nastromet al., 1987].
On the other hand the stratospheric ER-2 data, which
were not divided accordingto terrain, did not revealsig-

IUI < 10 m/s
'.

I UI > 25 m/s

'..... k-513

> 1.02

•-101
._m

• 0o
o

k-2

,,,

10-1
10-2

10-1

10ø

k/2•(kin
-1)

Figure 5. Sameas Figure 3, exceptfor potentialtemperature data.

height can alter the form of a vertically propagating

nificantdifferences
between
the low (IuI < 10rn s-x) gravity-wavespectrumthrough wave refraction [Eckandhigh(IuI > 25 rn s-x) windcases
for eitherhori- ermann,1995],and the meanhorizontalwind canalter
ground-basedfrequencyspectrathrough Doppler shifting of waves [Fritts and VanZandt,1987],but noneof
theseeffectsare applicableto changesin the meanwind
The theories of Q-2-D turbulence and buoyancy- at the observationalheight for aircraft-derivedhorizonsubrange 3-D turbulence do not predict any change in tal wavenumber spectra.
One possibleexplanation for the increasein variance
the horizontal wavenumberspectra of horizontal velocity or potential temperature variance with respect to at high wind speedsin our data is the associationof
wind speed. Gravity-wave spectral theoriesdo not pre- increasedvariance with jet streams. That is, the includict direct effects,either. High wind speedsat the sur- sion of flight segmentswithin and near jet streamsin
face can certainly be expectedto correlate with higher the high-wind category could have boosted the mean
variance in velocity and temperature at flight level if variancedue to the large excursionsin wind speedand
orographicexcitation of gravity wavesis a major con- temperature. The lack of differencein spectral powers
at low and high wind speedsin the tropicsbolstersthis
tributor.
Also shifts in the mean horizontal wind over
argument, sincejet streamsover the Pacific usuallydo
zontal velocity or potential temperature variance spec-

tra over length scalesof 1-100 km [Bacmeisteret al.,
1•].

PEM
Tropics
A DC-8Height
>2 km ILatitudel
>2• Nav
e=24,43
105

]%.

[

--.

IUI < 10 m/s
"..

I UI > 25 m/s

not intrude into those latitudes. Also the ER-2 spectra that showedno dependenceon wind speed were in
the stratosphere,so in situ jet stream effectswould not
have been relevant.

•,• 104
2.2.

c).03

Wind
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We defined the mean horizontal

o31
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Effects
wind variance as the

sum of the zonal and meridional velocity variancesover
each flight segment. Horizontal velocity and potential
temperature spectra segregatedwith respect to horizontal wind variance revealed only differencesin power
level, which was a necessaryoutcomeof the sortingprocedure. However,the spectralforms did not look different. Figure 6 showshorizontal wind variancespectra,
and Figure 7 displayspotential temperature variance
spectra sorted accordingto this scheme.

i 7.

._•

10-1

Horizontal

......

, ,'-1

Figure 4. Sameas Figure 2, exceptfor potential tem-

Nastromet al. [1987]associatedenhancedhorizontal velocity variancewith a steepeningof the horizontal
velocity spectra at high wavenumbers.They proposed

perature data.

that the enhanced variance was due to mountain

10-2

10-1

10ø

k/2n(kin
-•)

waves
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Height>2km

"" -.

Nave =152,135
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time segmentto be spectrallytransformedgivesan estimate of the varianceat a scaleof 1.2 to 2 km, depending
on the aircraft air speed. Dividing the horizontal velocity and potential temperature spectra accordingto
this criterion yielded much the same results as in Figures 6 and 7, that is, an offset in spectral power but no
difference in spectral form. Thus our data did not display the buoyancy-subrangeturbulence characteristics

,

<U'2>< 1.5m2/s
2
""

"" ..

<U'2>> 3 m2/s2

10
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""..
".-.-.-.-.-.-.-.

oel
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"..

as predictedby Weinstock[1978].

• 02

3. Doppler-Shift Effects on Horizontal
Velocity Spectra

• 1 01

Just as ground-basedfrequencyspectra of horizontal
velocityfluctuationssufferDopplershiftingby the mean
100 , ,,,
........
,
....
,-.•
winds, so are spectra of aircraft time series Doppler10-2
10-1
10ø
k/2•(km
-1)
shifted by the air speed. However, becauseof the polarized nature of wave velocity perturbations, one can
Figure 6. Horizontalvelocityvariancespectra(the
sam of zonaland meridiona]velocityvariancespectra) use this effect to discriminate between different types of
for PEM-•z'opics A DC-8 data separatedwith respect motions.
•o horizontal
windv•ri•nce]essth•n :[.5m• s-• (solid In general, horizontalmotion due to a gravity waveis
line)andgreaterthan3 m2s-2 (dashed
line).Onlydata elliptically polarized with the major axis aligned with
segmentsabove 2 km in altitude were included in the the directionof propagation.(If its intrinsicfrequency
means,whereN•,,,egivenin the to]:)right cornerwerethe w is much higher than the local inertial frequency f,
numberof straight-and-levelsegmentsaveragedfor the then the ellipse collapsesto a line. This should be the
low-varianceand high-variancecases.Samplevariability bars (]:)lasses
for the low-variancecaseand crosses case for our measurementsat scalesof ,-•1-100 km.)
for the high-variance
case)shownare plus/minustwice Consequently,if only gravity waveswereresponsiblefor
horizontal velocity fluctuations, then velocity variances
the eye, dash-dottedlines indicatinglog-logslopesof parallel to the aircraft heading would be associated
with maximally Doppler-shifted waves, whereas veloc-5/3 and -2 are alsoincluded.
ity variancestransverseto the aircraft heading would
be causedby wavessufferingno Doppler shift.
and that the increasein small-scaleturbulence generEckermann[1990] examinedthe effectsof Doppler
ated by the breaking waves led to an inverse cascade shifting on a gravity-wavemodel for ground-basedfreof energy up to mesoscalesvia the Q-2-D turbulence quency spectra of horizontal velocity and concluded
schemeof Lilly [1983]or the spectral-gap
theoryof We- that an increasein Doppler shifting resultedin higher
insrock[1985],thus changingthe spectralform. Con- variancefor •: • f. (Equivalent results were obsequently,in this context, it is not surprisingthat our
spectradid not displaysucha changein form with rePEMTropics
A DC-8 Height
> 2 km Nav
e-- 152,135
spect to wind variance, sincethe PEM experimentswere
105
k-2

...

'

conducted

'

,

J...

over the ocean and not over mountains.

i

.....

' -.

Weinstock[!978] formulated a buoyancy-subrange

<U'2>< 1.5 m2/s2
<U'2>> 3 m2/s2

"" -.

turbulencetheory for which the kinetic energyspectral •,• 104
form depends on UE, the total root-mean-square fluctuating velocity in the entire equilibrium range. If we o3103
assumethat the high wavenumberend of our spectra
fell within the buoyancy subrange, then variations in :• 102

•._

u} couldbeapproximated
bythechanges
in meanhorizontal wind variance taken at an appropriate wavenum-

•-101

ber range. Weinstock[1978]predicteda steepeningof

• ......k-513

•'

t/•'t•'\

the spectralslopefor increasingUE at wavenumbersbe-

tweenaboutkB/10andkB,wherekB= (O.8)X/•WB/UE• 100
o

is his buoyancy transition wavenumber and wB is the

/(.-2

Brunt-V•is•l• frequency.If we take wB ,-• 0.01 rad s-x

10-1

andUE"'•0.3m s-x (representative
ofthetroposphere),
we get 10Ls = 2•r/ks ,-• 2 km, the outer limit of the
buoyancysubrange.Taking the horizontalvelocityvariancefor every 8 s of data then averagingoverthe entire

,, 10
, i-2

........

i

10-1

......

10

k/2•(km
-1)

Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, exceptfor potential temperature data.
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tained by Bacmeisteret el. [1996,Figure 13] for spectra•of aircraft time series.) He then definedthe ratio

ILatitudel< 15ø

Height > 2 km
o
x

R- ui12/u•,
where
ull
2isthehorizontal
velocity
vari-

Median
Mean

anceparallelto themeanhorizontal
velocity
U andu•
is the horizontal velocity variance transverse to U. For
aircraft data, U is replacedby the vector Uas with magnitude equal to the air speed and direction opposite to
the aircraft heading.
Then assuminga horizontally isotropic gravity-wave
spectrum, R > 1 with increasingvalues for increasing

0.7

o

0.6
0.5

ThereforeR < 1 for vorticalmodes.Eckermann[1990]
alsoestimatedR = 3/5 for Q-2-D turbulence.As men-

0.4

remain valid. As far as we know, this is the first time
that this technique has been used on aircraft data.
Since we wished to calculate R with respect to hor-

o

0.8

[U•o[. On the other hand, vertical modeshave hori-

gravity wavesversusQ-2-D turbulence/vorticalmodes.
Isotropy of the gravity-wavespectrumis not requiredif
R is compiledover flight segmentsthat are distributed
over a broad range of azimuthal angles,which is true
for our study. Ideally, the sampling itself would be
isotropic, but as long as there is no systematiccorrelation between the aircraft heading and gravity-wave
propagationdirection, the method given aboveshould

o

0.9

zontal fluctuations perpendicular to their wave vectors.

tioned earlier, Q-2-D turbulence and vortical modesare
sometimes taken to be equivalent, but there are differences between the two, which we will take up in
the discussionsection. In any case, R gives us a nice
tool with which to determine the relative importance of

o

10-3

10-2

10-1

k/2•(km
-•)

Figure 9. Same as Figure 8, except for latitudes less
than 15 ø.

of data. Then k/(2rr):

givesthe corre-

spondingwavenumberbecausedueto the rapid decayof
the horizontal wind variance spectra with k, the dominant

contributor

to the variance

is at the fundamen-

tal wavenumber. In effect, we are band-pass filtering
the data. More specifically for a k-p power law spectrum, the half-power point down from the fundamental

wavenumber
k0occurs
at k•/2- •ko,where
•- 2•/p.
For example, the variance data for At = 256 s would

air
izontal
wavenumber,
wecomputed
ull
2 andu• over beplottedat k/(2rr)= 0.017km-• foran average
At = 4096, 2048, 1024, 512,256,128, 64, 32, 16, and 8 s

speedof 230 m s-•, and the half-powerpoint would

beat k/(2rr)- 0.024km-1. Sincethenextpointwill
be at k/(2rr)- 0.034km-• for At -- 128s, theplot-

PEM ILatitudel
> 15ø Height> 2 km

ted data points should be fairly independentfrom each
Median
Mean

other. However,the variability in IUol would introduce a further blurring of the wavenumberbins with

extremevaluesrangingfromabout150to 250m s-•.
Two quantitieswerecomputedfor eachk/(2rr) bin:
the median

of all the R values calculated

for each At

segment,and the overall mean R calculatedfrom averrl::l

-

o

0.90.8
0.7

,

*

0.6
0.5
0.4

aging
ull
2 andu• overallAt segments.
Thestraight-

and-level selection criterion described in the previous
sectionwas applied to each data segment. The results
are shownin Figure 8 for latitudesgreaterthan 150 and
in Figure9 for latitudeslessthan 15ø. For the nonequatorial case, R < i for all length scalesimplying that Q-

2-D turbulenceand/or vertical modeswere dominant

over gravity waves. On the other hand, in the equa10-3
10-2
10-1
10ø
torial zone, the median values of R were consistently
k/2•(km
-•)
greater than i with the mean valuessignificantly less
Figure S. The median(circle)andoverallmean(cross) than i for only one point, which implies that gravity

values of R versus horizontal

wavenumber

for latitudes

waves tended

to be the more dominant

mode of hori-

greater than 150 and heightsgreater than 2 km. The
zontal wind fluctuations. We also examined the depenvertical barsindicatethe meanplus/minusthe standard
deviation divided by the square root of the number of denceof R on IUol for the equatorial512-s variance
to the fourth point from the left
averagestaken. Data from all the PEM campaignswere data (corresponding
used.

in Figure9), whichhad both medianand meanclearly
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greater than 1, and found that R tended to increase both gravity wavesand vortical modesbut not for turbulence. By performing the analysis in the Fourier
with IUaol as predictedby the gravity-wavetheory.
spectral domain we can decomposethe superposition
In retrospect, it is perhaps not surprisingthat Q-2-D
turbulenceand/or vorticalmodeswerelessprevalentin of wavesto someextent. Furthermore, we will also examine the cross-spectralrelationship between u and 0,
the potential temperature. For gravity waves, u and 0
of energyis greatly enhancedby the presenceof a back- are expected to have a phase differenceof •90 ø. One
groundrotation [M•tais et al., 1996;Valliset al., 1997]. might, however,questionwhether thesepolarization reSince rotation due to the Coriolis effect vanishes near
lations for monochromaticgravity wavesare valid for a
the equator, it is expectedthat Q-2-D turbulencewould spectrum of waves that interact with each other. Dehave difficulty being sustainedin the equatorial zone. wan [1997]has shownthat they remainvalid, at least
Also, the generation of vortical modes due to gravity for the wave-cascade model.
the equatorial region. Numerical simulationsof Q-2-D
turbulence

have shown that the essential inverse cascade

The Stokesparametersfor u and v (in strict analogy to those for electromagneticwaves) are defined
out the Coriolis force, the threshold of GVI remains
in Fourier spaceas follows [Eckermannand Vincent,
abovethat for convectivebreakdown [Dongand Yeh, 1989]:
1988], and thus any excessenergycreatedby gravityI- A[U• + U?+ V?+ V••]
(1)

wave-vorticalmodeinteraction(GVI) is stymiedwithout background
rotation [Yeh and Dong,1989].With-

wavesaturation would preferentiallygo into other types
of motion. Thus, if GVI is an important sourceof vortical modes, then it follows that the equatorial region
would be poor in vortical modes.
Our results are somewhat at odds with the ground-

D - A[U•2 + Ui2 - V• - Vi2]

P- 2A[U•V• + Ui•Vi2]

(3)

(4)
Q - 2A[U•Vi2 - Ui•V•]
basedresultsof Vincentand Eckermann[1990],which
showedR > 1 casesto be more predominant at 35øS, where A is a constant, the r and i subscriptsdenote
with R increasingwith respectto IUI as predictedby the real and imaginary componentsin the Fourier do-

main, and the overbars denote averaging. In optical
werecollectedat the edgeof a continent(Adelaide,Aus- terminology, I is the throughput, D is the throughtralia) asopposedto our flightsoverthe oceans.Results put anisotropy, P is the linear, polarization, and Q is
negfrom GASP clearly showedthe big differencein veloc- the circularpolarization(positiveis anticlockwise;
ative
is
clockwise).
The
degree
of
polarization
is
given
ity variance spectra over ocean and land, with flights
the gravity-wave model. However, note that their data

beoverland (especiallyoverroughterrain) yieldinghigher by d- (D2 + P• + Q2)•/2/I, the phasedifference
tween
u
and
v
(the
cross-spectral
phase)
is
given
by
½variances[Jasperson
et al., 1990].It is then reasonable
to supposethat orographically generated gravity waves arctan(Q/P), and the major axisorientationis givenby
a- arctan(P/D)/2. Furthermore,the cross-spectral
are a dominant
source of mesoscale wind fluctuations

ICI isgivenby
over land, which were probably a very weak component coherence
For
u
and
v, we are mainly interested in d, 0, and
in our data collected over the ocean. Ideally, a simia.
The
first
quantity will give us an estimate of the
lar study should be conductedusing radar data from a
fraction
of
horizontal
kinetic energy that is in wavenonequatorial location surroundedby ocean.
like motions. If there are wavelike motions, then
will yield the phase difference between u and v. For
4. Stokes-Parameter Analysis
short-period gravity waves and vortical modes, u and
As already mentioned,vortical modesand Q-2-D tur- v are linearly polarized, so •b shouldbe 0ø or 4-180ø.
bulenceare sometimesinterchangeablydiscussed.How- For inertio-gravitywaves(w approachingf), the cirever,aspointedout by Eckermann[1990],the formeris cular polarization component increases,and 4 goesto
essentiallywavelike (albeit nonpropagatingand of zero 4-900 This transition has been observedin groundintrinsic frequency) with clearly defined wave vectors based frequency and vertical wavenumber data using
and polarized velocity fluctuations, qualities that turcross-spectral
analysis [Cho, 1995]. The major axis
bulenceis not expected to possess.
orientation a then gives the alignment parallel to the
In this section, we apply to the zonal u and meridional wave vector for gravity waves or perpendicular to the
v velocitycomponentsthe Stokes-parametermethod in- wave vector for vortical modes. For u and 0, we will
troducedby Vincentand Fritts [1987]and extendedto

study the cross-spectral
coherenceICI sincethe magni-

the Fourier spectral domain by Eckermann and Vin-

tude of their fluctuations are not expected to be of the
same order, and phase •b. For calculations involving u
and 0, one simply replacesthe meridional velocity vari-

cent [1989]. As far as we know, this is the first time
that this technique has been usedon aircraft data. The
motivation for doing this is to determine the degreeto
which the u and v fluctuations are polarized, and if so,
what their phase relation and directional alignment are.
Horizontal velocity fluctuations should be polarized for

ablesin (1) through(4) by the corresponding
potential
temperature variables.
With a technique such as this that requiresaveraging
for statistical robustness,there is an inherent trade-off
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when examiningnonstationarydata. Ideally, onewould
perform the spectral averagingover an area and time
period in which a wave field (if it existed)remained
the same. Although we could never be sure that we
were meeting this criterion, we attempted to approach
the ideal by averagingonly overindividualstraight-andlevel flight segments.(Spectralprocessing
was carried
out as describedearlier in the paper.) Here again,we
encountereda trade-off betweentaking longer spectral
transformsfor extensionout to longerwavelengths,and
shorter transforms for improved statistics. We again
used 512-s data segmentsfor the FFTs.
Also, to make sure that the technique worked, we fed
simulated red noisespectra plus pairs of monochromatic
signalsthat were in-phase,out-of-phase,and with 90ø
phasedelaysinto the program. The outputs showedthe
expected results.
Averaging over these individual straight-and-level
flight segments,we noted that d tended to have large
error bars such that in many casesit was not possible
to assignmeaningfulvaluesto d. About the only general statement we can make is that partial polarization
was presentmost of the time acrossall length scales.A
clusteringof •baround 0ø or +180 ø, which would have
indicated the presenceof waves,occurred at times but
not consistently. It is true that •bwould have been ambiguousif the wavevector was alignedexactly east-west
or north-south, but even taking this into account, evidence of gravity wavesand vortical modeswas rather
sparse overall.

PEMTropics
A DC-8 Flight
19 Height
= 9.44km Nav
e=14
180

9O

+...+
.....
+....+.
-9O

......

i

-1800_
I 2

,

100

10-•

k/2•[(km
-1)

Figure 11. Sameas Figure 10, exceptfor u-v crossspectral phase.

Here we showan example of a casein which wavelike
motions were apparently present, a segmentfrom the
PEM-Tropics A DC-8 transit flight from Tahiti to Moffett Field, California. Plots of d, •b,and a with respect
to horizontal wavenumber are displayed in Figures 10,
11, and 12. The •band a valueswere filtered suchthat
they were plotted only if the correspondingd minusits
error bar did not go below 0. Note that there appear
to be wavelike

motions

in three different

k scales.

In

the1ow-k
regime
(0.01km-x < k/(2•r)< 0.3km-X),•b
clustersaround 0ø, and a clustersaround 40ø. In the

intermediate
k range(0.3km-x < k/(27r)< 0.8km-x),
•b switchesto •180 ø and a • -20 ø. Finally, in the

PEMTropics
A DC-8 Flight
19 Height
= 9.44km Nav
e= 14
100

largest
k regime
(0.8km-x < k/(2•r)< 1 km-X),•band

,

c,-appearto revert to the low-k values. It seems,then,
that there wereeither three groupsof wavesacrossthe k
scalesor two groupswith one becomingdominant over
the other within a certain k range.
For this segment,we alsocomputedthe cross-spectral

9O
8O
7O
6O

coherence
(Figure13) and phase(Figure14) for u and
0. The time samplesof u and 0 were normalized by
their respectivevariancesbeforebeingtransformedinto
frequencyspaceto minimize any cross-spectralbias introduced by the large differencesin their amplitudes.
The •b values plotted were again filtered accordingto
the criterion given above. Although not definitive, •b

• 50
40
3O
2O
10

tended to be around -90 ø, which is consistent with a

gravity-waveinterpretation. This was not so surprising
10-2
10-•
10ø
sincethis flight segmentwas entirely in the equatorial
k/2•[(km
-1)
zone(13øSto iøN).
Figure 10. Degreeof u-v polarizationversushorizonFinally, we searchedfor evidence of inertio-gravity
tal wavenumberfor one straight-and-levelsegmentdur- waves. As mentioned earlier, a transition from pure
ing PEM-Tropics A DC-8 flight 19 on October 5, 1996, gravity to inertio-gravity waveshas been observedin
from 1935 to 2134 UT. The start and end coordinates
ground-basedfrequencyand vertical wavenumbercrosswere 13ø30'S, 147ø50'W and 1ø10'N, 142ø00'W. FFTs
were taken over 14 consecutive512-s segments,and the spectra of horizontal velocity fluctuations in the lower
Stokesparameterswere averagedto yield the polariza- stratosphereat 18øN [Oho,1995]. Furthermore,Gard0

tion.

The mean altitude
.....

was 9.44 km.

The error bars
1/2

are plus/minusthe standarddeviationdividedby N•ve.

ner et al. [1993]havearguedthat the k-3 behavior

observedat very longwavelengths[Nastromand Gage,
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 10, except for u-v azimuthal alignment direction.
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Figure 14. Sameas Figure 11, exceptfor u and 0.

imatelyk-•/3 at shorterscales.The corresponding
u-v
polarization(Figure 16) showeda significantamount
1985; Gao and Meriwether,1998]couldbe explained of polarization at scalesabove 100 kin. However, the
within the framework of gravity-wave theory if extra cross-spectral
phase(Figure 17) wentto :E180
ø, which

energy was presentat those length scalesdue to inertial frequencyenhancements.
Nastromet al. [1997]also
suggestedthat the excesshorizontal kinetic energyobserved(whencomparedto the horizontalversusvertical
partition of kinetic energy predicted from gravity-wave
theory) might be the result of inertio-gravitywaves.
However, because the typical PEM flight plan consistedof many changesin height, there were not many
straight-and-levelsegmentslong enoughto probe this

disagreedwith the •b.-. 900 expectedfor inertio-gravity
waves, but was consistent with a vortical mode interpretation.

5. Summary Discussion
Let us now review what we have presented. First, let
us emphasizeagain that our data was collectedover the

k-3 regime.We selected
the longeststraight-and-level
flight (PEM-West B, flight 5) and averaged6 consecutive 2048-stransformedsegments.The resultinghorizontalvelocityvariancespectrum(Figure15) displayed
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Figure 15. Horizontalvelocityvariancespectra(the
sumof zonal and meridionalvelocityvariancespectra)

for one straight-and-levelflight segmentduring P EMWest B flight 5 from February 8, 1994, 2037 UT to
o
lO-2
10-1
10ø February 9, 1994, 0002 UT. The start and end coordinateswere 21ø10'N, 160ø20'Wand 20ø30'N, 176ø10'W.
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FFTs were taken over six consecutive2048-s segments.
Figure 13. Sameas Figure 10, exceptfor cross-spectral As guides to the eye, dashed lines indicating log-log
coherence of u and 0.
slopesof-3 and -5/3 are alsoincluded.
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B Flight
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9o
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ley et al., 1991],while Kelvin-Helmholtzwavescan result in near-balancedhorizontallycirculatingsystems
throughnonlinearadjustment[Babinet al., 1998].Yeh
and Dong [1989]have alsoshownthat the generation
of vortical

7o

is blocked without

back-

the variabilitybetweenabout -5/3 and -2 of the loglog slope for horizontal velocity variancespectra seen
in PEM1 can then be explained in terms of the phe-

6o

• 50

nomenological
theory of Mahalovet al. [1998],which

40

predicts the former value for weak stratification and

3O
2O

I

modes due to GVI

ground rotation. If Q-2-D turbulenceis dominant, then
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Figure 16. Sameas Figure 10, exceptfor data usedin
generating Figure 15.

the latter value for strong stratification. In addition,
the tracer variancespectralslopescloseto -5/3 summarizedin PEM1 agreeswith the Q-2-D turbulenceadvectionmodelof Lesieurand Herring [1985].We note, however, that the similarity of horizontal
velocity and passivescalar variancespectralforms such
as observedin PEM1 can be explainedusingfewer assumptionswith a gravity-wave advection model. The
balanceof evidencein this studysuggests,
though,that
gravity wavesdid not dominate at nonequatoriallati-

ocean, so conclusionsthat we draw do not necessarily tudes.
apply to the atmosphereoverlyingland. We saythis beNext we concludefrom the Stokes-parameterstudy
causeclimatological studies such as GASP have shown that coherent wavelike behavior of horizontal motions
significantdifferencesin the energeticsof horizontalve- at thesescaleswerenot prevalent.Thus we might say
locity and potential temperature fluctuations measured that Q-2-D turbulence rather than a superpositionof
overland and ocean [Nastromet al., 1987; Jasperson vortical modeswere more common. Specificinstances

et al., 1990].Second,the data presentedhereonly cov- of wave/modeexistencewereobserved,
however,andwe
ered the altitude range of 2 to 12 km. Thus direct
comparisonscannot be made with observationsmade at
much higher altitudes, for example,in the mesosphere,
eventhough they may have beenmade abovethe ocean.
This is becausegravity wavesgeneratedat the land
surfacecan travel much farther horizontally over the
oceanas they propagatefurther up. Finally, convective
plumes, hypothesizedas a sourceof Q-2-D turbulence,
do not penetratemuchabovethe tropopause,soit may
not be surprisingthat observationsin the stratosphere
and mesospherehave not yielde.
d evidencefor Q-2-D
turbulence.

With these qualificationsin mind, our most impor-

tant conclusion
is that in nonequatorial(greaterthan
15ø) latitudes,Q-2-D turbulence,
and/orvorticalmodes

presentedan example in Figures 10 to 14. We showed
using the cross-spectraof u and • that this case was
likely due to gravity waves.
We also searchedfor inertio-gravity waves in our
data. Using the longeststraight-and-levelflight seg-

mentavailable,we observed
a steepened
(•k -3) horizontal velocity spectrum at scaleslonger than about
100 km. However, a Stokes-parameteranalysisindicated that these large-scalemotions were more likely
vortical modesrather than inertio-gravity wavesas has
beenpreviouslysuggested[Gardneret al., 1993].
PEMWestB Flight5 Height= 9.47 km Latitude=21øN Nave = 6
180

dominateover gravity wavesin horizontalvelocityvariance at horizontal

scales of about i to 100 km.

The

converseis true for the equatorialregion.Theseresults
comeout of the analysisof Doppler-shifteffectson the
horizontal wind variances. Put broadly then, the balanceof mesoscale
rotationalenergyversusdivergentenergy tilts toward the former in nonequatoriallatitudes
where the Coriolis effect is important, but leansto the
latter in the equatorial zonewhere the Coriolisforce becomesnegligible. These results are consistentwith numerical simulationsof Q-2-D turbulencethat show the
characteristicinversecascadeof energygreatly facilitated by the Corioliseffect [Mitais et aI., 1996; Vallis

-1800_
1 3 ....

10-2

•

,
10-•

ß• _10ø

k/2•(km-1)
et al., 1997].Underweakrotation,evenorographically
forcedflow structurescan undergoan upscaletransfor- Figure 17. Sameas Figure 11, exceptfor data usedin
mationto longerhorizontalscales[Metkine,1975;New- generating Figure 15.
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The dependenceof the horizontal velocity and poten- of ½,the turbulent energy dissipationrate. Assuming
tial temperature varianceon mean wind speedobserved that gravity waves are important, then these added
previouslyin the troposphere[Nesttornet el., 1987] data will aid us in discriminating betweenthe competwas also seen in our data. However, we were able to ing ideas:the saturated-cascade
[Dewen,1997],linear
show that the dependence only existed for extratropi- instability [Gerdneret el., 1993],and diffusivefilter-

cal (greaterthan 250) latitudes.We suggested
that this ing [Gerdner, 1994] theories. However,there is no
effect might be due to the aircraft crossingmidlatitude
jet streams, which would create a correlation between
high wind speed and high wind variability. This explanation is consistentwith the lack of such a dependence

reason to suspect that over land both Q-2-D turbu-

lenceand gravity wavescannot contributesignificantly
to the mesoscalekinetic energy spectrum. In fact, the
observedratios of horizontal to vertical kinetic energy
observedin the stratosphere[Becrneisteret el., 1996]. are greater than the values predicted by gravity-wave
Finally, the absenceof change in horizontal velocity theory [Gegeet el., 1986;Becrneisteret el., 1996],so

and potential temperature spectral form with respect it is reasonableto supposethat the "excess"mesoscale
to horizontal wind variance provided evidence against horizontal energy arisesfrom rotational modes.
the buoyancy subrange turbulence theory of Weinstock
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